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WHAT IS TELEFONO?
Telefono is hard slapping to one or both ears 
causing rapid increase in pressure in the ear 
canal (1). Synonyms for telefono are: telephono, 
telephone, cuffing the ears, the hammer (chakoshi), 
the welcoming ceremony (khoshamadgoui), piang 
piang, and kalot marasa. The UN Special Rapporteur 
on Torture deemed telefono as constituting torture 
(2).

CONCLUSION
There is a dearth of research on Telefono 
and therefore a dire need for more studies 
addressing the prevalance of telefono, as 
well as examination of its health impacts. 

IN PRACTICE
A study from 1999 showed that 17% of 
clients referred to a Danish rehabilitation 
centre were victims of telefono. Victims 
came from Afghanistan, Chile, Iran, Iraq, the 
occupied Palestinian territories, Turkey and 
the former Yugoslavia (3). A Swedish study 
from 2003 examined 160 refugees from 
6 countries and 18.8% were found to have 
been victims of telefono. All were from Peru 
(4).

Telefono has been documented in more 
than 20 countries throughout the world (5). 

HEALTH CONSEQUENCES
Beating to the ears may cause bleeding, fracture 
of the temporal bone, tinnitus (ringing in the ears), 
hearing impairement and vertigo (6). Direct blows 
to the ears follow the same pathogenic mechanism 
as explosion trauma. They frequently cause loss of 
hair cells which leads to permanent hearing loss or 
balance degeneration (7).

The rapid beating increases the pressure in the 
ear canal potentially rupturing the eardrum. Such 
rupture may result in the formation of scar tissue 
and in an increased risk of middle ear infection 
(7). Poor hygiene in places of detention where 
victims often reside or exposure to cold water 
further increase the risk of infection. Inadequately 
treated infections may lead to chronic ear and 
bone infections and cholesteatoma (destructive 
skin growth within the ear) (7). 
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